Please check those items which describe ____________ Name________________
Date_____________
__Well thought of
__Makes a good impression
__Able to give orders
__Forceful
__Self-respecting
__Independent
__Able to take care of others
__Can be indifferent to others
__Can be strict if necessary
__Firm but just
__Can be frank and honest
__Critical of others
__Can complain if necessary
__Often gloomy
__Able to doubt others
__Frequently disappointed
__Able to criticize self
__Apologetic
__Can be obedient
__Usually gives in
__Grateful
__Admires & Imitates others
__Appreciative
__Anxious to be approved of
__Cooperative
__Eager to get along with others
withothers
__Friendly
__Affectionate & understanding
__Considerate
__Encourages others
__Helpful
__Big-hearted & unselfish

__Often admired
__Respected by others
__Good leader
__Likes responsibility
__Self-confident
__Self-reliant & assertive
__Businesslike
__Likes to compete with others
__Hard-boiled when necessary
__Stern but fair
__Irritable
__Straightforward & direct
__Resents being bossed
__Skeptical
__Hard to impress
__Touchy & easily hurt
__Easily embarrassed
__Lacks self-confidence
__Easily led
__Modest
__Often helped by others
__Very respectful of authority
__Accepts advice readily
__Trusting and eager to please
__Always pleasant & agreeable
__Wants everyone to like him
__Sociable & neighborly
__Warm
__Kind & reassuring
__Tender & soft-hearted
__Enjoys taking care of others
__Gives freely of self

__Always giving advice
__Acts important
__Bossy
__Dominating
__Boastful
__Proud & self-satisfied
__Thinks only of him/herself
__Shrewd & calculating
__Impatient w/ others mistakes
__Self-seeking
__Outspoken
__Often unfriendly
__Bitter
__Complaining
__Jealous
__Slow to forgive a wrong
__Self-punishing
__Shy
__Passive & unaggressive
__Meek
__Dependent
__Wants to be led
__Lets others make decisions
__Easily fooled
__Too easily influenced by friends
__Will confide in anyone
__Fond of everyone
__Likes everybody
__Forgives anything
__Over sympathetic
__Generous to a fault
__Over-protective of others

__Tries to be too successful
__Expects others to admire him
__Manages others
__Dictatorial
__Somewhat snobbish
__Egotistical & conceited
__Selfish
__Cold & unfeeling
__Sarcastic
__Cruel & unkind
__Frequently Angry
__Hard-hearted
__Resentful
__Rebels against everything
__Stubborn
__Distrusts everybody
__Timid
__Always ashamed of self
__Obeys too willingly
__Spineless
__Hardly ever talks back
__Clinging vine
__Likes to be taken care of
__Will believe anyone
__Wants everyone’s love
__Agrees with everyone
__Friendly all the time
__Loves everyone
__Too lenient with others
__Tries to comfort everyone
__Too willing to give to others
__Spoils people with kindness

